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The Abacus and the Sword
The Human Tradition in Modern Japan is a collection of short biographies of ordinary Japanese men and
women, most of them unknown outside their family and locality, whose lives collectively span the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Their stories present a counterweight to the prevailing stereotypes,
providing students with depictions of real people through the records they have left-records that detail
experiences and aspirations. The Human Tradition in Modern Japan offers a human-scale perspective that
focuses on individuals, reconstitutes the meaning of people's experiences as they lived through them,
and puts a human face on history. It skillfully bridges the divides between the sexes, between the local
and the national, and between rural and urban, as well as spanning crucial moments in the history of
modern Japan. The Human Tradition in Modern Japan is an excellent resource for courses on Japanese
history, East Asian history, and peoples and cultures of Japan.

Tour of Duty
"A book about the samurai from their origins to their disappearance. It dispels a lot of myths about the
samurai one might encounter in popular culture. It describes samurai life, work, philosophy, and warfare
as it changed over time from the eighth to the nineteenth century. It covers what samurai were doing
when they weren't fighting, and how women and families played a role in forming the samurai class. I
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also describe how samurai struggled with the crisis of becoming sword-wearing bureaucrats instead of
mighty warriors from the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries"--

The Indian Ocean in World History
Koreans constituted the largest colonial labor force in imperial Japan during the 1920s and 1930s.
Caught between the Scylla of agricultural destitution in Korea and the Charybdis of industrial
depression in Japan, migrant Korean peasants arrived on Japanese soil amid extreme instability in the
labor and housing markets. In The Proletarian Gamble, Ken C. Kawashima maintains that contingent labor
is a defining characteristic of capitalist commodity economies. He scrutinizes how the labor power of
Korean workers in Japan was commodified, and how these workers both fought against the racist and
contingent conditions of exchange and combated institutionalized racism. Kawashima draws on previously
unseen archival materials from interwar Japan as he describes how Korean migrants struggled against
various recruitment practices, unfair and discriminatory wages, sudden firings, racist housing
practices, and excessive bureaucratic red tape. Demonstrating that there was no single Korean
“minority,” he reveals how Koreans exploited fellow Koreans and how the stratification of their
communities worked to the advantage of state and capital. However, Kawashima also describes how, when
migrant workers did organize—as when they became involved in R?s? (the largest Korean communist labor
union in Japan) and in Zenky? (the Japanese communist labor union)—their diverse struggles were united
toward a common goal. In The Proletarian Gamble, his analysis of the Korean migrant workers' experiences
opens into a much broader rethinking of the fundamental nature of capitalist commodity economies and the
analytical categories of the proletariat, surplus populations, commodification, and state power.

The Human Tradition in Modern Japan
The roots of Japan's aggressive, expansionist foreign policy have often been traced to its concern over
acute economic vulnerability. Historian Michael Barnhart tests this assumption by examining the events
leading up to World War II in the context of Japan's quest for economic security. Drawing on a wide
array of Japanese and American sources, this is the first English-language book on the war's origins to
be based on research in archives on both sides of the Pacific. Barnhart focuses on the critical years
from 1938 to 1941 as he investigates the development of Japan's drive for national economic selfsufficiency and independence and the way in which this drive shaped its internal and external policies.
He also explores American economic pressure on Tokyo and assesses its impact on Japan's foreign policy
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and domestic economy. He concludes that Japan's internal political dynamics, especially the bitter
rivalry between its army and navy, played a far greater role in propelling the nation into war with the
United States than did its economic condition or even pressure from Washington. Japan Prepares for Total
War sheds new light on prewar Japan and confirms the opinions of those in Washington who advocated
economic pressure against Japan. At a time of growing interest in U.S.-Japanese economic relations, this
book will be stimulating and provocative reading for scholars and students of international relations
and American and Asian history.

Yoshimasa and the Silver Pavilion
Covers traditional and contemporary Japan and its economic, political, social and cultural life

Ten Years of Madness
In Legends of the Samurai, Hiroaki Sato confronts both the history and the legend of the samurai,
untangling the two to present an authentic picture of these legendary warriors. Through his masterful
translations of original samurai tales, laws, dicta, reports, and arguments accompanied by insightful
commentary, Sato chronicles the changing ethos of the Japanese warrior from the samurai's historical
origins to his rise to political power. A fascinating look at Japanese history as seen through the
evolution of the samurai, Legends of the Samurai stands as the ultimate authority on its subject.

Musui's Story
Engelbert Kaempfer's History of Japan was a best-seller from the moment it was published in London in
1727. Born in Westphalia in 1651, Kaempfer traveled throughout the Near and Far East before settling in
Japan as physician to the trading settlement of the Dutch East India Company at Nagasaki. During his two
years residence, he made two extensive trips around Japan in 1691 and 1692, collecting, according to the
British historian Boxer, "an astonishing amount of valuable and accurate information." He also learned
all he could from the few Japanese who came to Deshima for instruction in the European sciences. To
these observations, Kaempfer added details he had gathered from a wide reading of travelers' accounts
and the reports of previous trading delegations. The result was the first scholarly study of Tokugawa
Japan in the West, a work that greatly influenced the European view of Japan throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, serving as a reference for a variety of works ranging from encyclopedias to
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the libretto of "The Mikado." Kaempfer's work remains one of the most valuable sources for historians of
the Tokugawa period. The narrative describes what no Japanese was permitted to record (the details of
the shogun's castle, for example) and what no Japanese thought worthy of recording (the minutiae of
everyday life). However, all previous translations of the History are flawed, being based on the work of
an eighteenth-century Swiss translator or that of the German editor some fifty years later who had
little knowledge of Japan and resented Kaempfer's praise of the heathen country. Beatrice BodartBailey's impressive new translation of this classic, which reflects careful study of Kaempfer's original
manuscript, reclaims the work for the modern reader, placing it in the context of what is currently
known about Tokugawa Japan and restoring the humor and freshness of Kaempfer's observations and
impressions. In Kaempfer's Japan we have, for the first time, an accurate and thoroughly readable
annotated translation of Kaempfer's colorful account of pre-modern Japan.

Memories of Silk and Straw
This book explores how and why Scottish Highlanders, Punjabi Sikhs, and Nepalese Gurkhas became
identified as the British Empire's fiercest soldiers in nineteenth century discourse. As "martial races"
these men were believed to possess a biological or cultural disposition to the racial and masculine
qualities necessary for the arts of war. Because of this, they were used as icons to promote recruitment
in British and Indian armies--a phenomenon with important social and political effects in India, in
Britain, and in the armies of the Empire.

Confronting Capital and Empire
In the early twentieth century over two hundred of New York's most glamorous socialites joined the
suffrage movement. Although they were dismissed by critics as bored socialites, these gilded suffragists
were at the epicenter of the great reforms known collectively as the Progressive Era. From championing
education for women, to pursuing careers, and advocating for the end of marriage, these women were
engaged with the swirl of change that swept through the streets of New York City.

A Modern History of Japan
A Collection of Thoughts, Sayings and Meditations on the Way of the Samurai "It is said that what is
called "the spirit of an age" is something to which one cannot return. That this spirit gradually
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dissipates is due to the world's coming to an end. For this reason, although one would like to change
today's world back to the spirit of one hundred years or more ago, it cannot be done. Thus it is
important to make the best out of every generation." — Tsunetomo Yamamoto, Hagakure: The Book of the
Samurai A formerly secret text known only to the Samurai, Hagakure is a classic text on Bushido--the Way
of the Warrior. More than just a handbook for battle, Hagakure is a text that filled with teachings that
still apply in business, political and social situations today. This Xist Classics edition has been
professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus
book club leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends,
neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.

Giving Up the Gun
Collection of true stories of people who lived through the Cultural Revolution in China from 1966 to
1976.

Martial Races
A vivid, deeply researched work of history that explores the life of an unconventional woman during the
first half of the 19th century in Edo—the city that would become Tokyo—and a portrait of a great city on
the brink of a momentous encounter with the West. The daughter of a Buddhist priest, Tsuneno was born in
a rural Japanese village and was expected to live a traditional life much like her mother’s. But after
three divorces—and a temperament much too strong-willed for her family’s approval—she ran away to make a
life for herself in one of the largest cities in the world: Edo, a bustling metropolis at its peak. With
Tsuneno as our guide, we experience the drama and excitement of Edo just prior to the arrival of
American Commodore Perry’s fleet, which transformed Japan. During this pivotal moment in Japanese
history, Tsuneno bounces from tenement to tenement, marries a masterless samurai, and eventually enters
the service of a famous city magistrate. Tsuneno’s life provides a window into 19th-century Japanese
culture—and a rare view of an extraordinary woman who sacrificed her family and her reputation to make a
new life for herself, in defiance of social conventions. Immersive and fascinating, Stranger in the
Shogun’s City is a revelatory work of history, layered with rich detail and delivered with beautiful
prose, about the life of a woman, a city, and a culture.

Japan Before Perry
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The author, a Japanese samurai of the nineteenth century, looks back on his life and shares his
observations on Japanese society

The Nobility of Failure
This anthology consists of short selections sharply focused on major topics of interest to beginning
students of World Civilizations. It combines traditional historical sources with literary and
philosophical selections using annotated source readings. This text's mix of poetry, drama, philosophy,
and other literary and historical sources offers readers an in-depth look at many aspects of Western
Civilization after 1500.

Green Dolphin Street
Explores church/state question in Japan. Focuses on the ordinary people whose lives are affected by the
ongoing struggle of the Japanese to define their national character and policy.

A History of Japan
The Indian Ocean in World History explores the cultural exchanges that took place in this region from
ancient to modern times.

In Little Need of Divine Intervention
The Women Who Run with the Wolves Study Guide contains a comprehensive summary and analysis of Women Who
Run with the Wolves by Clarissa Pinkola Phd Estes. It includes a detailed Plot Summary, Chapter
Summaries & Analysis, Character Descriptions, Objects/Places, Themes, Styles, Quotes, and Topics for
Discussion on Women Who Run with the Wolves.

Japanese Culture
Japan Emerging provides a comprehensive survey of Japan from prehistory to the nineteenth century.
Incorporating the latest scholarship and methodology, leading authorities writing specifically for this
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volume outline and explore the main developments in Japanese life through ancient, classical, medieval,
and early modern periods. Instead of relying solely on lists of dates and prominent names, the authors
focus on why and how Japanese political, social, economic, and intellectual life evolved. Each part
begins with a timeline and a set of guiding questions and issues to help orient readers and enhance
continuity. Engaging, thorough, and accessible, this is an essential text for all students and scholars
of Japanese history.

Legends of the Samurai
Presents a comprehensive study of Japanese history and culture surveying over two thousand years of art,
religion, and ceremonies and includes topics such as samurai values, Zen Buddhism, Confucianism, and
Mito scholarship.

Freak the Mighty Study Guide
A history of Japan from ancient times to today explores Japan's impact on the modern world and examines
its unique past and culture to explain its achievements and responses to world events.

Gilded Suffragists
The Meiji Restoration of 1868 is most often seen as a glorious event marking the overthrow of Tokugawa
feudalism and the beginning of Japan's modern transformation. Yet it had its dark side. The Aizu domain
in northeastern Japan had staunchly supported the old regime. For this it was attacked by the new
government's forces from Choshu and Satsuma in the autumn of 1868. Its castle town was burned to the
ground, and during a month-long siege, whole families perished. After defeat, the domain was abolished
and its samurai population exiled to barren terrain in the far north. Shiba Goro was born into an Aizu
samurai family in 1859. He was just ten years old at the time of the attack, which claimed most of his
family. In the cruel world of exile, he lived with his father on the edge of starvation, struggling to
survive. Eventually making his way to Tokyo, he became a servant, and though born in an enemy domain,
gained entrance to a military school of the new regime. Shiba's abilities were recognized, and he rose
through the officer ranks to become a full general - a singular distinction for an Aizu samurai in an
army dominated by former samurai of the Choshu domain. Remembering Aizu tells of Shiba's earlier years.
It is an extraordinary story that provides insights and material for a social history of the Restoration
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and its aftermath. But above all, it is a vividly rendered personal account of courage and
determination, loss and remembrance.

The Proletarian Gamble
Japan in World History ranges from Japan's prehistoric interactions with Korea and China, to the Western
challenge of the late 1500s, the partial isolation under the Tokugawa family (1600-1868), and the
tumultuous interactions of more recent times, when Japan modernized ferociously, turned imperialist,
lost a world war, then became the world's second largest economy--and its greatest foreign aid donor.
Writing in a lively fashion, Huffman makes rich use of primary sources, illustrating events with
comments by the people who lived through them: tellers of ancient myths, court women who dominated the
early literary world, cynical priests who damned medieval materialism, travelers who marveled at
"indecent" Western ballroom dancers in the mid-1800s, and the emperor who justified Pearl Harbor.
Without ignoring standard political and military events, the book illuminates economic, social, and
cultural factors; it also examines issues of gender as well as the roles of commoners, samurai, business
leaders, novelists, and priests.

The Dog Shogun
"Drawing on a diverse range of new source material, this careful and informed study casts light on a
wide array of topics in social, economic, and diplomatic history and contributes to a better
understanding of modern Japanese imperialism."--BOOK JACKET.

Lust, Commerce, and Corruption
Over 50 reminiscences of pre-modern Japan. This book presents an illustrationf a way of life that has
virtually disappeared.

Hagakure: The Book of the Samurai
Modern Japan offers us a view of a highly developed society with its own internal logic. Eiko Ikegami
makes this logic accessible to us through a sweeping investigation into the roots of Japanese
organizational structures. She accomplishes this by focusing on the diverse roles that the samurai have
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played in Japanese history. From their rise in ancient Japan, through their dominance as warrior lords
in the medieval period, and their subsequent transformation to quasi-bureaucrats at the beginning of the
Tokugawa era, the samurai held center stage in Japan until their abolishment after the opening up of
Japan in the mid-nineteenth century. This book demonstrates how Japan's so-called harmonious collective
culture is paradoxically connected with a history of conflict. Ikegami contends that contemporary
Japanese culture is based upon two remarkably complementary ingredients, honorable competition and
honorable collaboration. The historical roots of this situation can be found in the process of state
formation, along very different lines from that seen in Europe at around the same time. The solution
that emerged out of the turbulent beginnings of the Tokugawa state was a transformation of the samurai
into a hereditary class of vassal-bureaucrats, a solution that would have many unexpected ramifications
for subsequent centuries. Ikegami's approach, while sociological, draws on anthropological and
historical methods to provide an answer to the question of how the Japanese managed to achieve modernity
without traveling the route taken by Western countries. The result is a work of enormous depth and
sensitivity that will facilitate a better understanding of, and appreciation for, Japanese society.

Japan in World History
The Freak the Mighty Study Guide contains a comprehensive summary and analysis of Freak the Mighty by
Rodman Philbrick. It includes a detailed Plot Summary, Chapter Summaries & Analysis, Character
Descriptions, Objects/Places, Themes, Styles, Quotes, and Topics for Discussion on Freak the Mighty.

Samurai
"Today Yoshimasa is remembered primarily as the builder of the Temple of the Silver Pavilion and as the
ruler at the time of the Onin War (1467-1477), after which the authority of the shogun all but
disappeared. Unable to control the daimyos - provincial military governors - he abandoned politics and
devoted himself to the quest for beauty. It was then, after Yoshimasa resigned as shogun and made his
home in the mountain retreat now known as the Silver Pavilion, that his aesthetic taste came to define
that of the Japanese: the no theater flourished, Japanese gardens were developed, and the tea ceremony
had its origins in a small room at the Silver Pavilion. Flower arrangement, ink painting, and shoinzukua-i architecture began or became of major importance under Yoshimasa. Poets introduced their often
barely literate warlord-hosts to the literary masterpieces of the past and taught them how to compose
poetry.
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Remembering Aizu
There is more to sound recording than just recording sound. Far from being simply a tool for the
preservation of music, the technology is a catalyst. In this award-winning text, Mark Katz provides a
wide-ranging, deeply informative, consistently entertaining history of recording's profound impact on
the musical life of the past century, from Edison to the Internet. Fully revised and updated, this new
edition adds coverage of mashups and Auto-Tune, explores recent developments in file-sharing, and
includes an expanded conclusion and bibliography. A new companion web site features illustrative sound
and film clips.

Reading about the World
Japan Prepares for Total War
The author, a Japanese samurai of the nineteenth century, looks back on his life and shares his
observations on Japanese society

Musui's Story
Selected from Mark Twain's typescript.

Japan Emerging
By 1853 Japan had been transformed from a sparsely populated land of nonliterate tribal peoples into an
elaborately structured commercial society sustaining massive cities and a varied array of sophisticated
cultural production. In this authoritative survey, Conrad Totman examines the origins of Japanese
civilization and explores in detail the classical, medieval, and early-modern epochs, weaving
interpretations of the major themes in Japan's cultural and political development into a rich historical
narrative.

Shinto and the State, 1868-1988
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A Choice Outstanding Academic Title Alternate attendance (sankin kotai) was one of the central
institutions of Edo-period (1603-1868) Japan and one of the most unusual examples of a system of
enforced elite mobility in world history. It required the daimyo to divide their time between their
domains and the city of Edo, where they waited upon the Tokugawa shogun. Based on a prodigious amount of
research in both published and archival primary sources, Tour of Duty renders alternate attendance as a
lived experience, for not only the daimyo but also the samurai retainers who accompanied them. Beyond
exploring the nature of travel to and from the capital as well as the period of enforced bachelorhood
there, Constantine Vaporis elucidates-for the first time-the significance of alternate attendance as an
engine of cultural, intellectual, material, and technological exchange. Vaporis argues against the view
that cultural change simply emanated from the center (Edo) and reveals more complex patterns of cultural
circulation and production taking place between the domains and Edo and among distant parts of Japan.
What is generally known as "Edo culture" in fact incorporated elements from the localities. In some
cases, Edo acted as a nexus for exchange; at other times, culture traveled from one area to another
without passing through the capital. As a result, even those who did not directly participate in
alternate attendance experienced a world much larger than their own. Vaporis begins by detailing the
nature of the trip to and from the capital for one particular large-scale domain, Tosa, and its men and
goes on to analyze the political and cultural meanings of the processions of the daimyo and their
extensive entourages up and down the highways. These parade-like movements were replete with symbolic
import for the nature of early modern governance. Later chapters are concerned with the physical and
social environment experienced by the daimyo's retainers in Edo; they also address the question of who
went to Edo and why, the network of physical spaces in which the domainal samurai lived, the issue of
staffing, political power, and the daily lives and consumption habits of retainers. Finally, Vaporis
examines retainers as carriers of culture, both in a literal and a figurative sense. In doing so, he
reveals the significance of travel for retainers and their identity as consumers and producers of
culture, thus proposing a multivalent model of cultural change.

Stranger in the Shogun's City
Through Japanese Eyes
Tsunayoshi (1646–1709), the fifth Tokugawa shogun, is one of the most notorious figures in Japanese
history. Viewed by many as a tyrant, his policies were deemed eccentric, extreme, and unorthodox. His
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Laws of Compassion, which made the maltreatment of dogs an offense punishable by death, earned him the
nickname Dog Shogun, by which he is still popularly known today. However, Tsunayoshi’s rule coincides
with the famed Genroku era, a period of unprecedented cultural growth and prosperity that Japan would
not experience again until the mid-twentieth century. It was under Tsunayoshi that for the first time in
Japanese history considerable numbers of ordinary townspeople were in a financial position to acquire an
education and enjoy many of the amusements previously reserved for the ruling elite. Based on a
masterful re-examination of primary sources, this exciting new work by a senior scholar of the Tokugawa
period maintains that Tsunayoshi’s notoriety stems largely from the work of samurai historians and
officials who saw their privileges challenged by a ruler sympathetic to commoners. Beatrice BodartBailey’s insightful analysis of Tsunayoshi’s background sheds new light on his personality and the
policies associated with his shogunate. Tsunayoshi was the fourth son of Tokugawa Iemitsu (1604–1651)
and left largely in the care of his mother, the daughter of a greengrocer. Under her influence, BodartBailey argues, the future ruler rebelled against the values of his class. As evidence she cites the fact
that, as shogun, Tsunayoshi not only decreed the registration of dogs, which were kept in large numbers
by samurai and posed a threat to the populace, but also the registration of pregnant women and young
children to prevent infanticide. He decreed, moreover, that officials take on the onerous tasks of
finding homes for abandoned children and caring for sick travelers. In the eyes of his detractors,
Tsunayoshi’s interest in Confucian and Buddhist studies and his other intellectual pursuits were merely
distractions for a dilettante. Bodart-Bailey counters that view by pointing out that one of Japan’s most
important political philosophers, Ogyû Sorai, learned his craft under the fifth shogun. Sorai not only
praised Tsunayoshi’s government, but his writings constitute the theoretical framework for many of the
ruler’s controversial policies. Another salutary aspect of Tsunayoshi’s leadership that Bodart-Bailey
brings to light is his role in preventing the famines and riots that would have undoubtedly taken place
following the worst earthquake and tsunami as well as the most violent eruption of Mount Fuji in
history—all of which occurred during the final years of Tsunayoshi's shogunate. The Dog Shogun is a
thoroughly revisionist work of Japanese political history that touches on many social, intellectual, and
economic developments as well. As such it promises to become a standard text on late-seventeenth and
early-eighteenth-century Japan.

Lost Names
Lord Hideyoshi, the regent of Japan at the time, took the first step toward the control of firearms. It
was a very small step, and it was not taken simply to protect feudal lords from being shot at by
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peasants but to get all weapons out of the hands of civilians. He said nothing about arms control.
Instead, he announced that he was going to build a statue of Buddha that would make all existing statues
look like midgets. It would be so enormous (the figure was about twice the scale of the Statue of
Liberty), that many tons of iron would be needed just for the braces and bolts. Still more was required
to erect the accompanying temple, which was to cover a piece of ground something over an eighth of a
mile square. All farmers, ji-samurai, and monks were invited to contribute their swords and guns to the
cause. They were, in fact, required to. -- from publisher description.

Mark Twain's Autobiography
By 1816, Japan had recovered from the famines of the 1780s and moved beyond the political reforms of the
1790s. Despite persistent economic and social stresses, the country seemed headed for a new period of
growth. The idea that the shogunate would not last forever was far from anyone's mind. Yet, in that
year, an anonymous samurai produced a scathing critique of Edo society. Writing as Buyo Inshi, "a
retired gentleman of Edo," he expressed in An Account of What I Have Seen and Heard a profound despair
with the state of the realm. Seeing decay wherever he turned, Buyo feared the world would soon descend
into war. In his anecdotes, Buyo shows a sometimes surprising familiarity with the shadier aspects of
Edo life. He speaks of the corruption of samurai officials; the suffering of the poor in villages and
cities; the operation of brothels; the dealings of blind moneylenders; the selling and buying of temple
abbotships; and the dubious strategies seen in law courts. Perhaps it was the frankness of his account
that made him prefer to stay anonymous. A team of Edo specialists undertook the original translation of
Buyo's work. This abridged edition streamlines this translation for classroom use, preserving the scope
and emphasis of Buyo's argument while eliminating repetitions and diversions. It also retains the
introductory essay that situates the work within Edo society and history.

The Taming of the Samurai
Kaempfer's Japan
Long recognized as a core book in any study of Japanese culture and literature, The Nobility of Failure
examines the lives and deaths of nine historical individuals who faced overwhelming odds, and, realizing
they were doomed, accepted their fate--to be killed in battle or by execution, to wither in exile, or to
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escape through ritual suicide. Morris then turns his attention to the kamikaze pilots of World War II,
who gave their lives in defense of their nation in the full realization that their deaths would have
little effect on the course of the war. Through detail, crystal-clear prose and unmatched narrative
sweep and brilliance, Professor Morris takes you into the innermost hearts of the Japanese people.

Women Who Run with the Wolves Study Guide
A Modern History of Japan: From Tokugawa Times to the Present, Fourth Edition, paints a richly nuanced
and strikingly original portrait of the last two centuries of Japanese history. It takes students from
the days of the shogunate--the feudal overlordship of the Tokugawa family--through the modernizing
revolution launched by midlevel samurai in the late nineteenth century; the adoption of Western
hairstyles, clothing, and military organization; and the nation's first experiments with mass democracy
after World War I. Author Andrew Gordon offers the finest synthesis to date of Japan's passage through
militarism, World War II, the American occupation, and the subsequent economic rollercoaster.
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